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Renowned for his immersive

storytelling and captivating characters,

R.C. Vielee introduces readers to the

mesmerizing world of The Utopia

Falling Saga. With an award-winning

debut trilogy, Vielee invites readers on

an epic journey through darkness,

betrayal, and the resilience of the

human spirit.

Utopia Falling: A Darkness Rises In the

first installment of The Utopia Falling

Saga, Vielee crafts a rich narrative that

explores the unraveling of a

pre0ndustrial, idyllic, utopian

civilization. As darkness looms on the

horizon, characters grapple with their

own inner demons and the challenges

of a society on the brink of collapse. Through multi-dimensional characters and intricate world-

building, Vielee sets the stage for an unforgettable adventure.

Chaos Ascending: A Feast of Betrayal Continuing the saga, Vielee delves deeper into the

complexities of power, loyalty, and the consequences of betrayal. Against the backdrop of a

world in turmoil, characters navigate treacherous alliances and personal vendettas, testing the

limits of their resolve and integrity. With each twist and turn, Vielee masterfully weaves a tale of

intrigue and suspense that will leave readers on the edge of their seats.

About R.C. Vielee R.C. Vielee is not only an award-winning author and a master storyteller but

also a seasoned nature photographer, blending the art of words and images to captivate

audiences. Born and raised in northern New Jersey and currently residing in Pennsylvania, Vielee

draws inspiration from his diverse life experiences. His deep appreciation for the natural world

and diverse cultures enriches the tapestry of his storytelling, creating immersive worlds and
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compelling characters.

In conversation with R.C. Vielee:

“What inspired you to write a dark epic

fantasy?” Vielee draws inspiration from

the complexities of human nature and

the challenges we face in navigating

dark moments in our lives. The Utopia

Falling Saga serves as a reflection on

society’s response to adversity and the

resilience of the human spirit.

“Who are your favorite authors?” Vielee

cites Joe Abercrombie, Stephen R.

Donaldson, and Mark Lawrence among

his favorite authors, praising their ability

to craft compelling characters and gritty

realism. He also enjoys the works of Lee

Child and Robert Ludlum for their

suspenseful storytelling.

“Do you prefer to read in ebook or print

format?” While Vielee appreciates the

convenience of ebooks, he also enjoys

the tactile experience of reading a print

book, particularly outdoors or during

family vacations.

“Your story is a Multi-POV narrative. Will

the reader appreciate the approach?”

Vielee draws parallels between his

narrative style and the multi-POV

approach of George R.R. Martin’s “A

Song of Ice and Fire” series,

emphasizing the interconnectedness of

characters and their impact on the

overarching storyline.

Critical Acclaim:

American Writing Awards Winner, Best New Age Fiction 2023 – Utopia Falling

Firebird Book Award, Dark Fantasy 2nd Place 2024 – Chaos Ascending

The BookFest Award, Dark Fantasy 2nd Place 2024 – Chaos Ascending



Literary Titan Book Award 2023 – Utopia Falling

Literary Titan Book Award 2024 – Chaos Ascending

Author Shout Recommend Read 2024 – Utopia Falling

NetGalley Reviews:

C. Scott Reviewer: “Overall, a pretty cool character driven story… Morally gray characters and an

epic plot make this a series and author to watch out for. Looking forward to the next installment

already.”

Goodreads Reviews:

H. Jones Review: “I feel like this book is perfect for the state our world is in now. I cannot wait to

read the rest of this series and see where it goes!”

ReadersHouse Magazne Review:

March 2024 Issue: “At its core, Utopia Falling is a thought-provoking exploration of the nature of

existence and the lengths to which individuals will go to preserve their world. With its blend of

action, intrigue, and existential ponderings, this novel marks the beginning of an epic fantasy

trilogy that promises to captivate readers until the very end.”
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